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Abstract. To overcome short text classification issues due to shortness
and sparseness, the enrichment process is classically proposed: topics
(word clusters) are extracted from external knowledge sources using La-
tent Dirichlet Allocation. All the words, associated to topics which en-
compass short text words, are added to the initial short text content. We
propose (i) an explicit representation of a two-level enrichment method
in which the enrichment is considered either with respect to each word
in the text or to the global semantic meaning of the short text and (ii) a
new semantic Random Forest kind in which semantic relations between
features are taken into account at node level rather than at tree level as
it was recently proposed in the literature to avoid potential tree correla-
tion. We demonstrate that our enrichment method is valid not only for
Random Forest based methods but also for other methods like MaxEnt,
SVM and Naive Bayes.
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1 Introduction

Applying the traditional classification algorithms, that were previously proven
very efficient in standard text classification, revealed lower performances on short
texts. This degradation is caused by shortness, word sparseness and lack of
contextual information, as explained by Phan et al. in [1]. Existing solutions
to overcome short text issues focus mainly on the pre-processing step. Text
representation is adapted by semantic enrichment or reduction of features [2–5].
The goal is first to maximize information contained in the features and second
to reduce noise and its impact on classification. However, except from a recent
but non-reproducible work from Bouaziz et al., [6], to the best of our knowledge,
none of the existing works propose to combine semantic enrichment both at the
level of individual words and of the whole text.

We present here our method for text enrichment in the pre-processing phase.
We rely on an external source of knowledge to fulfill the semantic enrichment of
short texts. We apply the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [7] on the external



data to group words that are semantically linked into common topics. Then, these
topics are used in a two-level enrichment method. First, texts are considered as
sets of words and each word is extended by the words from the nearest topic.
Second, texts are taken as whole entities and we add to each text the words
from the topic which is near to the overall context of the text. Bouaziz and
colleagues propose in [6] a two-level approach for enriching short texts to be
used in semantic Random Forests. However, they do not explicitly present their
method and therefore, it would be hard to reproduce it.

In addition to the new enrichment method, we propose a new kind of semantic
Random Forest in which the semantic relations between features are taken into
account at node level rather than at tree level as proposed in [6]. In this case
the whole features space is considered to build a tree like in standard RF.

Sumarizing, here, we propose a new semantic random forest method and
a two-level enrichment method, which, besides being reproducible, allows to
improve the accuracy of short-text classification using different techniques like
semantic-based Random Forest methods, MaxEnt, SVM and Naive Bayes.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of related
works, Section 3 introduces our enrichment method. Section 4 presents the usage
of semantics in the learning algorithm of RF. Then, we present experimental
results in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes and presents some ideas for
future work.

2 Related Work

Many learning algorithms have been developed for classifying text documents,
such as Support Vectors Machine [8], Naive Bayes [9], Maximum Entropy [10]
and Random Forests [11].

RF algorithm is known to be very efficient in text classification. This method
is based on a set of decision tree classifiers. Each tree gives a decision and the
final decision of the forest is taken through a majority vote among all the trees.
Traditional RF are not really adapted to face issues raised by short texts classi-
fication. Indeed, this kind of texts has characteristics that have to be taken into
account during classification.

Shortness [1] is one of the main characteristics of short texts. Usually, the size
of a short text does not exceed few words. Thus, there is not enough information
to measure semantically relevant similarities between several short texts.
Sparseness [1] is another short text issue. Indeed, vectors representing short texts
are very sparse. Short texts lack also of contextual information, which implies a
poor coverage of classes representing the dataset. The classification of new data
becomes then complicated compared to standard texts.
Owing to these problems, bag-of-words representation combined with traditional
machine learning algorithms is not efficient for short text classification. Works to
overcome these issues try to propose alternative representations based on either
enrichment or reduction of features. Reduction and enrichment use generally ex-
ternal sources of information to link features semantically. External knowledge



can be taken from ontologies (wordNet, Wikipedia) [12, 13] or from large scale
datasets on which topic models techniques are applied (LDA, Latent Semantic
Indexing [14]...).
Song et al. in [15] and Rafeeque et al. in [16] summarize these different techniques
and show some of their usages in short text classification. Several reduction meth-
ods exist: feature abstraction, feature selection and LDA.
Yang et al. in [2] propose a new reduction approach, they use the topic model
technique LDA to combine semantic and lexical aspects of features. Their method
leads to a significant reduction of the feature space size. It provides good results,
but it seems to be only adapted to equally distributed data. Sun in [17] propose
to classify short texts using very few words. He selects the most important words
of short texts and then submits them as a query to a local search engine in order
to find the best matching label.

Regarding enrichment, Bouaziz and colleagues propose in [6], as Phan et al. in
[1], to apply LDA on an external source of knowledge to generate topics and add
them to the short text content. Phan et al. [1] classify the enriched texts using
the Maximum Entropy algorithm and get high classification accuracy. Chen et al.
[4] improve Phan's method by adding an algorithm that selects the best subset
of topics for the enrichment step.
In [18] Vo and Ock propose to multiply the sources of external knowledge to
have a better enrichment. Indeed, to classify the titles of scientific papers, they
use three external enrichment background (DBLP, LNCS and Wikipedia). They
apply LDA on these sources to generate a maximum of topics that are added to
the paper titles.

To the best of our knowledge, existing enrichment methods consider a text
as a set of words and enrich each word separately. None of these methods takes
the text as a whole entity and enriches it based on its general meaning as we do
in our works. Also all the solutions presented in the above works proposed to
change the bag of words representation to solve the short texts issues. However,
none of them propose to adapt machine learning algorithms to this kind of texts.
We found some studies on semantics introduction in RF, but they are mainly
related to prediction tasks. Caragea et al. in [19] built a hierarchical ontology of
features and combined it with four machine learning algorithms to predict friend-
ships in social networks. Their best results were obtained with the RF. Chen and
Zhang in [20] introduced a module guided RF in order to predict biological char-
acteristics; they base the feature selection at tree nodes on a correlated network
of features that they already built in advance.

Results obtained on prediction encourage us to introduce semantics in RF to
solve short texts classification issues.

3 The Enrichment Method

To overcome the short text classification issues, as done in [1], we enrich short
texts with words semantically related to their content. Thus the vector represent-
ing a short text becomes longer and contains more information. This additional



information is found in external knowledge sources contained in documents that
are closely related to the domain of our dataset and at the same time that
are general enough to cover all the concerned domain. Figure 1 represents our
method of enrichment, Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate through an example the
mechanism of transforming the same dataset into a bag-of-word representation,
without and with enrichment process respectively.

Fig. 1. Two-level Enrichment of a Short Text.

In order to extract knowledge from those external sources, we apply LDA
which is a generative probabilistic method that uses Dirichlet distribution to
identify hidden topics of a dataset. Then, each word is associated to one or
many of the generated topics based on similarity calculation. Each word has a
given weight representing its importance in a topic. The external sources used
to add more information in our dataset are then transformed in a set of n topics
containing k words (Figure 3-b).

We start our enrichment process by considering a dataset D = {di, . . . , dm}
composed of m short texts (Figure 3-a).
The first phase of our text enrichment method is local: it is a word level en-
richment. During this first step, we add to each word contained in each of the
m short texts, all the words contained in the nearest topic that is the topic in
which this word has the biggest weight (Figure 3-c).



Let us consider a document di represented by a set of words di = {wi1, . . . , wil}.
Let pizj be the weight of the word wiz in topic tj , with z ∈ {1, . . . , l}. The simi-

larity between wiz and tj is given by pizj if wiz is in tj and 0 if it does not belong
to the topic:

sim(wiz, tj) =

{
pizj , if wiz ∈ tj ;
0, otherwise.

(1)

The topic t∗ in which the word wiz has the highest weight is given by:

t∗ = argmax
j

(sim(wiz, tj)). (2)

This process transforms short texts in a set of general contexts. It then allows
to build a generic model that is able to classify any text related to the domains
of the initial short texts.

This first step is followed by a global enrichment, which is a whole text level
enrichment. Here, the aim is not to consider each word of the short text but
to try to capture the global meaning of the short text by considering all the
contained words together. In order to catch this global meaning, we calculate
the occurrence of a short text and we add to it all the words of the p nearest
topics to the short text (Figure 3-d). The occurrence is defined as the number
of words in common between a text and a topic. It is calculated as follows:

The occurrence of a word wiz in a topic tj , occ(wiz, tj), is given by:

occ(wiz, tj) =

{
1, if wiz ∈ tj ;
0, otherwise.

(3)

The occurrence of a short text di = {wi1, . . . , wil} in a topic tj , occ(di, tj), is
given by:

occ({wi1, . . . , wil}, tj) =

l∑
u=1

occ(wiu, tj). (4)

The topic tmax for which we get the best occurrence is given by:

tmax = argmax
j

(occ({wi1, . . . , wil}, tj)). (5)

Once the initial short text has been locally (word level) and globally enriched
(whole text level), a fusion of the two new texts is done in order to create a new
set of words representing our initial short text (Figure 3-e). Finally, we generate
a matrix corresponding to the new representation of our dataset from this new
set of words. Each row of the matrix corresponds to a short text and each
column corresponds to a word used after the two phases of enrichment. The value
contained in a cell corresponding to the short text i and the word j represents
how many times this word appears in the enriched short text. Comparing this
last representation to the initial representation (Figure 2-f) we can see that
vectors are larger and contain less null values. Thanks to this transformation,
short text classification will be improved as confirmed by the next section.



Fig. 2. Dataset Before Enrichment.

4 Semantic Random Forest

In order to compare our results with the ones obtained by Bouaziz in [6] by
using a semantic Random Forest method, in this section, we first present such a
method before presenting the semantic method we propose in this paper.

In RF algorithms, short text dataset is represented by a matrix where columns
are all the words composing the dataset after preprocessing — the features. Each
line of the matrix is an enriched short text. The values in the line represent the
importance of the features in the text. There are several ways to compute the
importance of a word in a text: number of occurrences, term frequency, tf-idf
and so on. To build each decision tree of traditional RF, a subset of the matrix
lines is randomly selected to form a bootstrap and the whole feature space is
considered. Then, for each node of the tree a random subset of the features is
selected, and a partitioning criterion (Gini, Entropy) is applied to find the best
discriminant feature for splitting the node.

In [6], Bouaziz and colleagues introduce a new step: the trees are not anymore
built using the whole features but a first selection determines the subset of
features considered for each tree. This selection is done based on the semantic
relations between features. They apply LDA to build a semantic network linking
all the features. The features are then grouped into several topics and assigned
weights according to their importance in the topics. To build a tree a small set
of features are randomly selected and enlarged by adding from the nearest topics
the features having weights bigger than a given threshold. The obtained set of
feature is used to build a decision tree by applying on it the standard random
feature selection at each node. The added step allowed us to obtain semantic
trees.

This new type of RF showed significant improvements in short text classi-
fication (see [6]). Note that the initial small subset of feature remains chosen



randomly for two reasons: first, to keep diversity and second to not lose fea-
tures which were not assigned to any topic during LDA grouping. However, if
unluckily the initial small subset is composed of words belonging to the same
topic then the nodes of the built tree will be highly correlated. That’s why we
propose, in this paper, another Semantic Random Forest type in which semantic
relations between features are taken into account at node level rather than at
tree level. In this case the whole features space is considered to build a tree like
in standard RF. The difference is at feature selection for nodes. Indeed, at each
node the Random Feature Selection algorithm is replaced by a Semantic Feature
Selection that starts by choosing randomly a small set of features (much smaller
than the set used in standard RF), then, this set is enlarged by the semantically
linked topics and the partitioning criterion applied on the enlarged set deter-
mines the feature to use in the current node. Figure 4 explains the principle of
Semantic Random Forests at node level. Even though the trees obtained in this
last implementation contain less features which are semantically linked than the
first implementation, they gave a better classification results. Moreover, these
trees are less correlated, more diversified, and less complex, as shown in Section
5.

Fig. 3. Global Enrichment Process.



Fig. 4. Semantic Random Forest at Node Level.

5 Experiments and Results

5.1 Search snippets Dataset

To validate our new method we tested it on the ”search-snippets” dataset. This
dataset was collected by Phan [1] and is composed of:

– Short texts corpus: built from top 20 to 30 responses given by Google search
engine for different queries. Each response is composed of an URL, a title
and a short description. Each short text is labeled by a class according to
the submitted query.

– Universal dataset : this dataset is composed of a set of documents collected
from Wikipedia as a response to queries containing some specific keywords.
The application of LDA on this document set generated 200 topics with
200 words each. We used those topics as an external source for short text
enrichment.

To evaluate our algorithm, we used the accuracy defined as the ratio of
correctly classified short texts to the total number of short texts.

5.2 Results and Interpretations

In this section we evaluate the added value of our two-level enrichment method.
We present the results of the enrichment at text level and the improvement ob-
tained thanks to word level enrichment. We ran our tests using RF classifier in a



first step, then we confirm our results by running similar experiments considering
MaxEnt, SVM and Naive Bayes.

Enrichment at whole text level In a first step we applied the enrichment of
short text at whole text level to evaluate its contribution. We run classification
experiments with traditional RF and an enrichment of 4 topics. This test was
repeated with 10, 20 up to 100 trees.

Enrichment at word level In order to evaluate the contribution of the second
level of our enrichment model we run the following experiments: we take our short
text dataset and we add to each text the nearest topics . Then, we apply the
word level enrichment to enlarge the short text by topics following the Equation
2. We build 10 RF classification models with respectively 10, 20...100 trees.
Short text classification using the both text level and the two-level enrichment
with the built RF allowed to obtain the results summarized in table 1.

Table 1. Classification Accuracy Obtained by the Two-level Enrichment of the Short
Texts.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

No enrichment 0.57 0.592 0.598 0.589 0.589 0.592 0.594 0.595 0.6 0.59

Text level enrichment 0.703 0.721 0.724 0.724 0.73 0.732 0.733 0.733 0.728 0.733

Two level enrichment 0.728 0.745 0.753 0.755 0.758 0.758 0.76 0.761 0.76 0.766

Results show that enriching text with the first level is very interesting. The
accuracy increased from 0.59 before enrichment to 0.733 after applying the first
enrichment level. Results show also an additional improvement in accuracy when
the word level enrichment is applieed. For the 100 tree forest for instance, the
accuracy reaches 0.766, while it was 0.733 only with the text level enrichment
alone. This improvement represents 4.5%. The results obtained for the experi-
ences with different number of trees are quite similar.

Enrichment method with other classifiers To confirm the previous results,
we tested our method with MaxEnt, SVM and Naive Bayes. Table 2 shows
the results obtained with those classifiers. These results show that our two-level

Table 2. Classification Accuracy Obtained with MaxEnt,SVM and Naive Bayes Clas-
sifiers.

MaxEnt SVM Naive Bayes

Traditional classifier 0.657 0.611 0.493

after enrichment 0.734 0.694 0.761

enrichment process contributes to the short text classification improvement with
all the standard classifier types.



Semantic Random Forests We ran the same tests again on the short text
enlarged with the full two-level enrichment model, but this time we replaced the
learning algorithm of traditional RF by the SRF proposed in [6]. In a second
experience we replaced RF again by our SRF Node level. As we can see in table
3 and figure 5, our SRF Node level outperforms both the traditional RF and the
SRF.

Table 3. Classification Accuracy Obtained by RF, Enrichment only, SRF and SRF N.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

RF 0.57 0.592 0.598 0.589 0.589 0.592 0.594 0.595 0.6 0.59

Enrichment only 0.728 0.745 0.753 0.755 0.758 0.758 0.76 0.761 0.76 0.766

Enrichment+SRF 0.73 0.761 0.771 0.776 0.776 0.78 0.784 0.784 0.786 0.789

SRF/RF(%)1 28.07 28.55 28.93 31.75 31.80 31.76 31.99 31.76 31.00 33.73

SRF/Enrichment(%) 0.27 2.15 2.39 2.78 2.41 2.90 3.16 3.02 3.42 3.00

Enrichment+SRF N 0.766 0.785 0.79 0.787 0.791 0.795 0.794 0.795 0.794 0.795

SRF N/RF(%) 34.39 32.60 32.11 33.62 34.30 34.29 33.67 33.61 32.33 34.75

SRF N/Enrichment(%) 5.22 5.37 4.91 4.24 4.35 4.88 4.47 4.47 4.47 3.79

SRF N/SRF(%) 4.93 3.15 2.46 1.42 1.89 1.92 1.28 1.40 1.02 0.76

Fig. 5. Variation of Short Texts Classification Accuracy Depending on Trees Number
for Short Texts Enriched using RF, RF with Enrichment, SRF and SRF N.

Indeed, with SRF Node level we obtained the best results of all our tests
with an accuracy of more than 0.79, which represents more than 34% of global
improvement. Results show also that the SRF Node level implementation out-
performs with only 30 trees the best accuracy of the SRF implementation that
is obtained for 100 trees. With more than 30 trees, accuracy of SRF Node level
remains almost the same.

In [1], the usage of the Maximum Entropy algorithm of the same search
snippets data set gave an accuracy of 0.657, which is better than the results of

1 SRF/RF(%) is the percentage of accuracy improvement of SRF compared to RF



standard RF. With our SRF Node level approach, we achieved a classification
improvement of 21% compared to standard Maximum Entropy.

In addition to the classification accuracy amelioration our method presents
an other advantage which lies in their trees size. Indeed, as shown in table 4,
traditional RF trees have 6272 nodes in average, with semantic RF, this average
is reduced to less than the half (2826 nodes). In SRF Node Level, the number
of nodes in each tree is even smaller (1911 nodes) .

Table 4. Number of Tree Nodes for RF, SRF and SRF N.

Tree 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 average

Nodes in RF 6355 6451 6473 6119 5935 6143 6193 6339 6061 6657 6272

Nodes in SRF 2957 2883 2657 2653 2879 2851 2873 2717 3037 2753 2826

Nodes in SRF N 1883 1947 1921 1925 1899 1941 1851 1947 1867 1935 1911

The reduction of trees node number makes the classification algorithm quicker.
The SRF Node level implementation is even faster since it requires fewer trees
to achieve the same accuracy of SRF as we saw in the results above.

6 Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a new approach of short text classification based on
semantics in the pre-processing step by a new enrichment method and in the
learning step by making decision trees building dependent on semantic relations
between features. We first considered an external source of knowledge to our
dataset. We applied LDA to generate semantic topics. Then we used a two level
enrichment process to enlarge short text. The first level takes a text word by
word and adds to each one the most similar topic. Whereas the second level
considers a text as a whole entity and enriches it by the nearest topics with
respect to its general meaning. Our second contribution is a new Semantic Ran-
dom Forest where the classic Random Feature Selection algorithm at the node
level is replaced by a Semantic Feature Selection.

Our enrichment provides a significant improvement when applied on the
”search snippets” dataset and by using different classifiers like RF, SVM, max-
Ent and Naive Bayes. Combining with the Semantic Random Forest we obtained
a significant improvement. The Semantic Random Forest at Node level allowed
an even better classification. The overall classification improvement reached 34%
compared to RF. Moreover our Semantic Random Forests are composed of small
decision trees (an average of 1911 nodes per tree for SRF Node level versus 6272
for RF) which makes them faster.

For the future, we think that our semantic approach can be further improved
by combining it with weighted Random Forest which are suitable for unbalanced
dataset classification like ”search snippets”.
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